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Terra Rossa Launches
an Exquisite Olive Oil Presentation Box
Terra Rossa, known for its Great Taste Award Winning
Arabian Specialities, is pleased to announce the launch of an
elegantly designed Jordanian gift box containing six 50ml
bottles of its delicious Jordanian plain and infused extra virgin
olive oils.
The selection box contains the First cold-pressed extra virgin
olive oil, Chilli infused olive oil, Basil infused olive oil, the
recently launched Garlic infused olive oil, Lemon infused olive
oil, and last but not least, its top of the range Un-filtered and Cold-drip extracted Sinolea extra virgin olive oil.
Terra Rossa olive oils reflect the time-honoured methods of collection, preservation and extraction of the blessed
olive fruit, combined with technological advances in extraction and packaging to keep their olive oil in excellent
condition and ensure acidity is kept at its minimum. To attain the highest levels of antioxidants, polyphenol and
vitamins, the oils are made from half-green olives that are milled within 10 hours of being hand-picked. These are
then stone crushed and either cold-dripped or cold-pressed in order to enhance the quality of the oil and preserve
its organoleptic and sensitive aromatic properties. The flavoured oils are all made with First cold pressed extra
virgin olive oil and at least 250g of the best fresh Jordanian lemon, basil and chillis are used to make each litre.
The herbs are left to infuse naturally until the oils change their colour to signify that the flavours have been
completely absorbed.
The oils can be used as starters by dunking with freshly baked bread, as a marinade for fish or chicken, drizzled
over salads, houmous, grilled or barbequed fillets, pasta and mashed potatoes, or mixed with Terra Rossa herb
mixes, Zaatar Thyme, Dukka Coriander and Sumac Lemon Berry to make a paste and used as a rub.
Aside from being the perfect gift for foodies and a great stocking filler for Christmas, the olive oil presentation
box is an excellent way for those who are undecided about which oil they’d like to buy, as it gives them the
opportunity to sample them before buying the larger bottle. For those who are passionate about their olive oils,
the bottles are small enough to fit in ones pocket, handbag or picnic baskets so they can take it with them
anywhere for that extra special drizzle to enhance the taste and liven up any dish from a plain salad, pizza or
sandwich.
The olive oil presentation box suggested RRP is £19.95 and can be purchased directly from Terra Rossa.
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